
Position Contract 
 

Division Sales  Priority: H= High, M= Medium, L= Low 
Position School-Age Manager Frequency: D= Daily, W= Weekly, M= Monthly 
Main Divisions/Key Responsibilities of This Area Frequency & Priority 
 Staff:  D  W M Other 
 1.   Lead gymnastics staff meetings    H  
 2.   Ensure staff is in lobby talking to parents between classes    H    
 3.   Attend monthly core staff meetings    H   
 4.   Make copies of report cards for instructors     H  
 5.   Handle School-Age staff subs when needed     H-as needed 
 6.   Create instructor itemized schedules      M-in the fall 
 7.   Schedule peer observations in October      H-yearly 
 8.   Go through school schedule with teachers each semester and 

schedule the classes they teach  
   M- April & 

November 
 9.   Hang up manager picture H    
 Curriculum and Classes:      
 1. Rotation schedules    H  
 2. Check website monthly   H  
 3. Keep lesson plans in 3-ring binder    M  bi-Weekly 
 4. Take charge of Star Achievement Program    H  
 5. Mange Parent/Teacher Conference Week   H  
 6. Create scripts for Group Parent/Teacher week   H  
 7. Create goals for department curriculum, parent communication, 

and enrollment 
   H-Aug. 

H-Jan.  
   8.   Review number of kids in classes and available openings  H   
   9.   Lead “Meet” and “Show” development     H-annually  
 10.   Email new customer survey to joiners or assign to staff     
 Personal Effectiveness:     
   1.  Make a point to involve staff in the decision-making process H    
   2.  Frequently communicate (negatively and positively) through  

       cards, letters, notes, e-mails, and personal contact 
H    

   3. Your staff should look energized, feel challenged and be driven by  
       our mission and philosophy 

H    

   4.  Set an example for personal growth by attending seminars and   
       pursuing continuing education. 

   H-as needed 

   5.  Set the highest standard of personal and professional conduct with    
       a positive attitude and enthusiasm 

H    

   6.  Keep personal workspace and box neat and clean H    
      7.  Return materials such as questionnaires, projects, training       

          materials, etc….on time. 
   H-when due 

  8.  Garbage Collector    H-as needed 
 Fall to do:     
 1. Review and update department employees position contracts as 

well as own 
   H 

 2. Redo report card file     H 
 3. Make calls to former students    H 
 4. Lead lesson plan brainstorming meeting    H 



 5.  Create instructor schedules    H 
 6.  Verify teachers okayed schedules    H 
    7.  Create effective and innovative lesson plans by studying previous    

        years and lesson plans  
   H 

    8.  Create rotation schedules-     H 
    9.  Create teachers’ books    H 
  10.  Set training dates    H 
  11.  Assign floaters/asst. teachers    H 
 12.  Coordinate all extra meets and shows for the department    H 
 13.  Create and give instructors first day class scripts for fall    H 

Place H (high), M (medium), L (low) in one of the frequency and priority columns to indicate how frequently the tasks for the 
responsibilities are carried out and how important they are. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

Division: Sales 
Position: School-Age Manager 
 
Staff 

1. Lead gymnastics staff meetings: 
Come prepared to all staff meetings and read through the lesson plan and thoroughly 
explain the set-up and drills to all of the staff members. Address all issues that need to 
be taken care of. 

 
2. Ensure staff is in lobby talking to parents between classes: 

Watch over staff to make sure that they are constantly creating relationships with 
parents. Engaging in conversation with parents and talking about parents.  

 
3. Attend monthly core staff meetings: 

The manager is required to meet monthly with other program managers to go over all 
upcoming events and changes to the program.  These meetings will go through an 
evaluation of enrollment numbers and classes in each department.  This is where 
directors can brainstorm any new ideas that may affect their department.  The SA 
Manager should come to the meetings prepared to discuss anything that may need 
attention in their program. 

 
      4.  Make copies of report cards for instructors: 

Two weeks before a scheduled parent/teacher week the manager will make copies of 
the Star Achievement cards for all of the teachers to keep track of skills during the 2-
testing weeks. Cards are found in Co. Data/School-Age/Star Achievement Awards. On 
the actual week of the Group Parent/Teacher Conference the manager will take each of 
the report cards out and give to each of the teachers teaching for the night. 
 

      5.  Handle School-Age staff subs when needed: 
When School-Age staff members are calling off, it is the Assistant School-Age    
Manager’s job to determine whether or not we need a replacement for that shift.  If 
there is a need for a replacement, the Assistant School Age Manager must find a sub 
and provide the staff member calling off with a sub sheet.  The original must be placed 
in the sub’s box, and a copy must be placed in the tickler for the day being requested 
off.  It is imperative to keep track of all staff absences.   

 
     6.  Create instructor itemized schedules: 

In the fall, School-Age Manager should put together a schedule for each day and 
teacher portraying exact times and names of classes. This schedule will show each 
teacher how many classes they will teach a day and when they have a break. 

 
     7. Schedule peer observations in October: 

The School-Age Manager will assign each teacher to observe and evaluate 2-3 other 
teachers.  This will help new and old teachers with new ideas as well as the teacher 
being evaluated. Instructors are usually assigned to watch on a day that they do not 
normally teach they will be paid OCW (Out of Class Work) and are required to turn in 
the evaluation sheets to the managers box.  A deadline for all teachers observing is 
given and must be met unless there is a special circumstance that was spoken about 
prior to the deadline.  After collecting all evaluations, the manager will tally up all 
information and put together a spreadsheet.  Copies will be made for teachers that 
were evaluated and the original will go in the teachers file. 



 
8. Go through school schedule with teachers each semester to schedule the classes they teach: 

Every semester, get schedules from all college students and make sure that the days 
they teach correspond with the days off from school.  Rearrange teacher schedules as 
needed.  

 
9. Hang up Manager Picture: 

  When arriving at work one of the first things that must be done is hanging up your      
  Manager picture in its designated place. 

 
 
Curriculum and Classes  

1.  Rotation Schedules: 
These are created to have a better flow of classes throughout the gym. These are created 
in week 3 or 4. We do 3 or 4 different weeks of rotation schedules and then start over 
with week 1 in week 5 of the session.  School-Age classes are 1 hour long therefore 
classes each have 2 rotations. These rotation schedules are saved in our company 
database in order to have quick access to them for updates, future sessions, etc. 

 
2. Check website monthly: 

Checks website for anything School-Age department related for corrections or updates. 
Inform Tech Manager of items that need to be updated.  

 
      3. Keep lesson plans in 3-ring binder for complete school year: 

The School-Age Manager keeps a 3-ring binder with every lesson plan from the present 
school year.  This binder is used in lesson plan development from year to year. This 
binder is kept near the mangers desk. 

 
      4. Take charge of Star Achievement Program: 

There should be different report cards for each level of gymnastics.  These report cards 
should include skills that need to be completed in that level in order to move up to the 
next level.  Create hard copies on cardstock that each child will receive when the gym 
goes through this evaluation process. When filling out these report cards, the teachers 
are to then date their students’ report cards or dot them if they are working on the skills. 
If needed, the directors and individual teachers may make a copy of these report cards 
to keep in their personal files—by keeping these on file we avoid arguments with 
parents about move-ups. Be sure that if these report cards were copied and kept on file 
at the gym, in the long drawer file cabinet in the office. Two weeks before 
parent/teacher week you will make copies for all teachers to keep track of there testing 
and then the teachers will transfer over all of the information to the original copy. If a 
child moves up a complete level all skills completed the teacher will make sure that the 
parent knows in ample time to be able to find a new class day and/or time for their 
child. The week of parent/teacher week the child will receive a trophy for completing 
this level and will have to find a new class to move up to.  This report card system is 
very interactive with the instructor, the parent, and child. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
     5.  Manage Parent/Teacher Conference Week: 

During this week the manager will have a list of all kids that have previously moved     
up or are moving up after this week to the new level. Each teacher at the last 10 
minutes of each class will bring out the parents and go through the report cards will the 
parents – at that time if any of their kids in the class are moving up they will move over 
to the blue background and get to ring the bell as the teacher announces that they child 
is moving up to the next level. At the end of each class the teacher will place the report 
cards in the black file holder on the white counter and the manager is responsible to 
make sure all report cards are put back in the file cabinet in the office in the correct 
folders. Make sure to order balloons for around the stand.  
 

     6. Create scripts for Group Parent/Teacher Week: 
For the Parent/Teacher week the manager will make a script of information for the   
teachers to follow for their talks when the parents come out. This script will thank them 
for coming out and will inform them of any new information that is going on or 
upcoming events. 
 

     7. Create goals for department curriculum, parent communication, and enrollment:  
The program manager should set goals yearly.  These goals should reflect each 
teacher’s progress and should be realistic for the whole team. The goals should be 
revisited twice a year in August and then again in December. When making goals for 
parent communication, the teachers’ free time between classes should be taken into 
consideration.  

  
8. Review number of kids in classes and available openings: 

Make sure the General Manager gives a schedule with numbers on it weekly. Go   
through with Administrative School-Age Manager on which classes we can open and 
which ones we can call waiters for.  

 
      9. Lead “Meet” and “Show” development: 

Meet with Meet Manager and lead teachers to schedule dates and make sure Meet 
Manager and lead teachers are coordinating and running events smoothly.   
 

10. Email new customer survey to joiners or assign to staff: 
Pull all joiner emails. Log into Survey Monkey. Click on your survey then click on 
Send survey. Click web link-copy and paste into parents email through Jackrabbit. 
Use Customerservice@pattisallamerican.com as reply email.  

 

BEFORE CORE STAFF – Pull reports and bring to core 
staff 

 
Login to Survey Monkey 
Click on Analyze 
Scroll down box, Export All Responses Data, Click on Summary Data Tab 
Click on pdf (check box titles-Include Open Ended Responses) 
Export 
Download and print report-Bring to Core Staff  

 
CLEAR RESPONSES FOR NEXT TIME-In order to have an accurate report for next 
core staff meeting, you must clear responses.  
 
 



 
 
To clear responses, go to the survey page, find your survey and to the right of it click 
the button that says-clear… follow prompts.  

 
Personal Effectiveness 

1. Make a point to involve staff in the decision: 
           This will help encourage them to feel like contributing members of the team. 
 
2. Frequently communicate (negatively and positively) through cards, letters, notes, candy, e- 
    mails, and personal contact: 

This is a great way to always keep lines of communication open as well as an 
acceptable way to make corrections or to give praise.  

 
3. Your staff should look energized, feel challenged and be driven by our mission and    
     philosophy: 

If any of your staff members are not displaying the Patti’s All-American spirit…take 
them aside, ask if there is something you can help them with. Express your concerns in 
a caring manner.  
 

4. Set an example for personal growth by attending seminars and pursuing continuing  
    education: 

 Make sure to get approval from President to attend any seminars or workshops.    
 Share all notes with your staff. 

 
5. Set the highest standard of personal and professional conduct with a positive attitude and  
    enthusiasm: 
              It is management’s duty to set the tone and provide a positive example.  
 
4. Keep personal workspace and box neat and clean: 

                   Box should be cleaned out by the end of the day…everyday 
 

 7.   Return materials such as questionnaires, projects, training materials, etc…on time: 
All material must be returned to the Training Director. Make sure notes are taken 
when viewing and/or watching all training material.  
 

8. Garbage Collector: 
It is every employees job to collect garbage/trash seen inside or outside the gym. 
When walking through the parking lot, gym, lobby, swimming pool area, please keep 
eyes open for anything on the ground that shouldn't be there. Pick it up immediately. 
Also, if garbage cans look full or smell bad, do not wait until designated cleaning time. 
It is your job to change them right then and there. This job is just as important as all 
others. This should be a team effort. 
 
 

Fall to do:  
1. Review and update department employees position contracts as well as own:  

Go to Operations and Sales in Co. Data. Open position contracts in your department. 
Review each one; make corrections and modify where needed. When done, give to 
the specific person who has that job title to update. That way they systematically 
understand the changes. Always go through and correct your own job description too.  
 
 
 



 
 

2. Redo report card file: 
Every Sept, report card drawer is evaluated. New teacher files created. Classes 
created. New report cards written or holding report cards found in classes. Make sure 
stack of new report cards are always available in the drawer. 
 

3. Make calls to former students: 
In August, pull list of student from previous March or April and assign teachers to 
call all kids off their pages that are not signed up for fall. Create a schedule on a 
calendar of assigned times when teachers should make calls from what desk and also 
provide teachers with a script.  

  
4. Lead lesson plan brainstorming meeting: 

Coordinate with other dept. managers and go over previous year of lesson plans. 
Look into upcoming movies; consider holiday themes, and skill themes. Look to 
coordinate all departments.  

 
5. Create instructor schedules: 

In the fall, School-Age Manager should put together a schedule for each day and 
teacher portraying exact times and names of classes. This schedule will show each 
teacher how many classes they will teach a day and when they have a break. 

 
6. Verify teachers okayed their schedules: 

Hand out all completed schedules to teachers. Have them double-check them. Also 
give each teacher their breakdown timeline. Check class times are correct, classes do 
not overlap, and appropriate break times included.   

 
7. Create effective and innovative lesson plans by studying previous years and lesson plans  
       from other gyms: 

                    Do research on other gyms and compare lesson plans to our own.  
 

8.  Create Rotation schedules: 
 Rotation schedules for each night of School-Age Classes should be completed. Each 
day should have at least 3 different weeks of a rotation if not 4 weeks. They should be 
kept in company data in the school-age folder in the rotation schedules folder.  

 
9. Create teachers’ books: 

 

Before fall gymnastics staff meeting, order 1-inch binders for teachers. Have an office 
staff member create spine labels for their books with each teacher’s name on their own 
book. Also have two tab separates available. At fall meeting hand out books and have 
teachers assemble them. 

10. Set training dates: 
Work with Preschool Manager to schedule training times. Break skills down, create 
groups with teachers training similar classes, and arrange for children to be available 
to help with spotting for teacher training.  

11. Assign floaters/asst. teachers: 
Once schedule has been created, assign at least one Super Sub each night as classes 
fill. Look to see if another super sub is needed.  

  
 



 12. Coordinate all extra meets and shows for the department: 
    The School-Age Manager completely puts together the end of the year event and any 

other events that may take place and organizes and works together with other 
program managers to set themes.  The SA Manager works with marketing director to 
advertise these shows to all current customers. 

 
     13. Create and give instructors first day class scripts for fall: 

     Scripts will be created for each teacher to welcome all parents and students on their 
first class of fall.  Each teacher is instructed on what to talk about with parents. 
Sample copies are in CoData/School-Age/FallScripts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


